
THE CAMPAIGN FOR AVON OLD FARMS SCHOOL

INSPIRING BOYS
BUI LDING MEN

The Refectory and Kitchen Project requires an  
investment of $6.4 million to offer the students and  
faculty a more efficient and home-like dining experience  
featuring local and international cuisine.
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How do you hold on to Avon’s traditional, famed architecture but 
still provide for an efficient and satisfying dining experience? 
You preserve the iconic Riddle Refectory dining hall and  
modernize the kitchen and equipment behind it.

For many years, Avon 
operated with an out-of-
date kitchen that no longer 
worked to efficiently feed 
the Avon Old Farms family. 
By renovating the Refectory 
with a redesigned kitchen 
and servery, we shortened 

wait times, provided a wider variety of dining options, and ensured that 
all of our students are nourished with expertly prepared meals that make 
them feel even more at home.

Simultaneously, we worked to preserve the famed details of the main 
dining hall by refinishing the original tables, benches, chairs, and trim. The 
refectory re-opened September 2018 to a celebration from the students 
and faculty!

Next? We will update our iconic tile roof. The slate tiles on the refectory 
will be replaced, improving the efficiency of the roof while continuing  
to maintain that Riddle aesthetic. We expect the project to begin in 
March 2019.

1. New entrance/exit for more 

efficient traffic flow 

2. Fully-stocked self-serve salad bar

3. Wok for an added buffet option 

featuring fried rice, shrimp, pork, 

chicken, and more for  

protein-rich choices

4. Indoor grill for an added buffet 

option 

5. Brick oven pizza station for fresh 

pizza, calzones, and stromboli

6. Hot line station

7. Rotisserie featuring turkey, 

chicken, or beef for buffet meals

8. Beverage station

9. New dishwashing area

10. Kitchen

11. Elevator

KEY FEATURES

R E F E C T O R Y  &  K I T C H E N  P R O J E C T
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For more information please contact Jim Detora at detoraj@avonoldfarms.com
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